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THURSDAY
Hatorm present in Light and Service. May we be in the fulfilling
of that which our brothers request.
Amen.
As we sit to write this morning I
have asked Sananda to allow us to
first work on an Express issue. It
is far more im ortant that you
come into know ed e, first hand,
of that which was t!ie Christos as
He experienced. You ones wish to
conjure all sorts of things regarding His experiences among you-and mostly they are fooltshness.
His infinite being is the point; no
death but rather, eternal life is the
point. He is telling you that which
came forth 2000 years past at His
command--but when you have only
one scribe for this purpose, it is
difficult to get all the service accomplished.
Druthea is bringing
forth from the Masters a reminder
of the Laws and directions as being
given forth for your remembering
and, very soon, Thomas will take
up the story and journey of the
Master Esu (Jesus).
I, Hatonn,
and Sananda will take up the subject of Paul and the beginnings of
the Church of Rome. The subjects
are endless and the scribes harassed by frustrations of diversity,
interruptions and lack of preface
knowledge. It has been carefully
planned in that manner so that
Truth can flow from us of higher
input and not opinion from any
earth being.
Our scribes bear only fragmented
knowledge of the works of any
books on the subject and were not
involved deeply into any courses of
same. Dharma and Dru had, and
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hag,Lery,
very littlt experiencf
4rfhmg such as channelm
and/or ‘contact” exhibitions. l-f
only contact at all was throughe
Sister Thedra, Tueita and the Srlver/Gold Ray. It is interestin that
the very ones who introduc J myself unto her-denounce
her and
ME! It is fine for it has been a
magnificent testing for her and a
cementin of our pu ose beyond
xl e material
earthly %ounds .
speaks o enly and abundantly for
itself. P tell you this, again, for
usually
believe
new
readers
Dharma to have “been at this” for
dozens of ear% since ones such as
Thedra wi Y1 tell you that her work
is pure because she has done it for
over 40 years. Well, how about
of
1987 for
since
October
Dharma?? That was the first early
s..aatti;ngs and connectton for my
. Do not believe that because YOU just now come into understandin and service, that YOU
ARE LES s QUALIFIED OR ACCEPTABLE--FOR
WE WORK
LONG AND TEDIOUSLY TO
REACH BALANCE AND PREDISPOSITION IS MOST OFTEN
A REAL DETRIMENT TO SERVICE. Thomas and Dru only began to write fully within an even
lesser period of time--TRUTH IS
TRUTH IS TRUTH and practice
of 40 years often only breeds ego
attitudes of a comfort zone which
can more easily be invaded by the
adversary. It 1s a wearisome road
and I honor all the servants,
mouths and hands of Truth-bringing--ALL--for none can know the
contract of another nor the service
intended.
YOU must be in
discernin Truth for it shall always
stand an 8 will never den investigation into all facets o f enlightenment . Truth and God will al-1
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ways denounce the evil or erred
action--NEVER
THE
WONDROUS
BEING
INVOLVED.
These are clues for your own disincernment
regarding
formation or bringer of “E$alled”
Truth. I say so-called, not to insult, but to note that the adversary
will ALWAYS utilize the terms
and methods YOU seek to entrap
ou. You will never know who
Brings the lies at opening of first
encounter--if
you follow your
studies and clues as given--you will
know by the ending of the first encounter. The decetver anti-God of
Light, the Prince of Darkness, will
always tell you that he is of God
and will speak so much truth that
ou will be blown away and then
SIe will hit you with the lies and
you will be sucked within the trap.
If you are making

decision

re-

portion of one gospel in the Holy
Bible and expect total discernment
of the “whole”. Well, that is exactly that which you do--only
worse. You go into the Churches
and hear the opinions and interpretations of another MAN and
make the decisions regarding your
life and beyond.
I sit with a cryptic note which denounces us for publishing a prior
letter from a gentleman.
In the
original note he was most insulting
to George and felt George should
sto the publishing of the Journals
an c! get on “with important things”.
I responded. Now, 1,have a long
rove” and
letter asking me to
give discourse and con Pumation (as
a good scientist in research) things
such as the outlay of the Universe
#ll

and such “small” subjects as that.
Strange thing is that I have already
done so--over and over again but in
his “research” he considers only
the works of rior MEN who know
absolutely J OTHING about the
Universe, Cosmos or LIFE! However. and here is where I am inrateful--f;~Rr3$.l
tHF
de&
BRING f NG
CONFIRMATION!
I NEED
NONE NOR DO I NEED PERMISSION OR HIGHER
AUTHORITY FOR MY DISSERTATIONS--BUT YOU ARE FINDING THE WORKS WHICH GIVE
CREDENCE TO OUR WORK
AND ARE BRINGING IT FORTH
FROM EVERY CORNER AS IT
UNFOLDS. I BLESS YOU AND
THANK YOU FOR MAN HAS
NOT YET GROWN INTO HIS
ABILITY TO TRUST NOR TO
CLEAR HIS ENERGY FIELD OF
THE
ADVERSARY’S
PRESI HUMBLY THANK
ENCE.
YOU, PRECIOUS FRIENDS.
Do not misunderstand--I re’oice
and welcome the messages o f’ disagreement for often in efforts to
prove Hatonn wrong--only
the
Truth is found and that is of far
more value than a library full of
words on unread ages.
Please
know that each gi R of contact is
and
appreciated--and
recious
Elessed for the growth it repreI and m brethren will
sents.
bring you the W B RD as directed
and commissioned--but YOU must
come into balance within that
LIGHT and into KNOWING. At
this point that which seems the
most negative is invariably the
most productive in a most positive
manner. The first need is to cause
Man to question and then discern
and then he can attain KNOWING.
I am greatly pleased and honored
when one will sit to pen, negatively or positively, regarding our
work, for the moment they write or
speak my name, they are proving
that they are in recognition of ME
and not the ublisher or the scribe-even if at Ptrst it be with tonguein-cheek in effort to be humorous.
At a level bevond conscious understanding--Y&J
ALL
KNOW
WHO I AM AND WHY WE
COME AT THIS TIME. I CAN
ONLY ASK THAT YOU ABIDE
WITH US LONG ENOUGH TO
COME INTO KNOWING FOR

FROM HERE YOU WILL ONLY
RECEIVE THE “CONCEPT” OF
TRUTH--YOU
WILL PLEASE
BEAR WITH US IF WE ERR IN
SPELLING OR INFRACTIONS
OF GRAMMATICAL PERFECTION. IT IS THE CONCEPT OF
THAT WHICH IS COMING AND
HAS ALREADY TRANSPIRED
THAT IS IMPORTANT--NOT
WHETHER IT TRANSPIRED ON
“TUESDAY MORNING OR AFTERNOON”. YOU WILL COME
TO UNDERSTAND THAT OUR
COMMUNICATION
SIMPLY
DOES NOT WORK IN THAT
MANNER.
When one says, “I
discount our Truth because you
misspell eJ my label,” you are
missing the entire point--I don’t
“s ell” your name in
way
wRat-so-ever!
Especially if you
give forward erroneous information to in some manner “trap us”, I
suggest you go within and look
most closely at intent! If you tell
me your name is Joe or Jesus and
it is actually “Charlie“, I shall call
you Joe or Jesus--it matters not to
me. I don’t even care who tells
who that he is Hatonn--I have
naught to prove to anyone, esecially those who would usurp my
Pabel. If ones do not copy of my
name then I am not doing of m
duty to fullness for the Dar c
Brotherhood will always effort to
discount Truth in that very manner.
REASON FOR EXPRESS-You are tn3viF$ into a time of
conventions.
State
George 8 reen is off to one in
Florida; George Bush is off to one
elsewhere. Note that we are making impact for Geor e Bush is off
to discount that whit % we offer--go
celebrate the acknowledgement.
Please know that which you do--for
it is at State level that you can
bring about change. You will have
power at the local level that is
taken from you as the political tree
branches and then comes again;;:
one of leadership position.
recognize that it is NOT the ones
you elect who bear the power--it is
the advisers and lobbyists with the
most mone who rule our nations.
YOU
M b ST BE z OME
INFORMED IN EVERY ASPECT
LEST YOU BE MISLED--STUDY
AS MUCH AS YOU CAN--ALL
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YOU CAN AND THEN WATCH
AND SEE THAT WHICH IS
HAPPENING
ALL
AROUND
YOU--EVEN UNTO BANGLADESH.
Many of you have been waiting to
et your eyes on Eustace Mullms’
%ook on “Education” because I
have said we will not be writing
one--“hopefully’‘--for there is no
need to reinvent the wheel. But,
you haven’t received it so, I present another book which I feel is
the most important book on Education you will ever read. None
here have seen it but I feel it important enou h to give information
this day. I Beel it IS too expensive
for some of ou and for some of
you it is like ry unnecessary except
tf you have extra reading time.
For parents and teachers it is
imoerative that vou have the info&nation within’the document. It
is called EDUCATING FOR THE
“NEW WORLD ORDER” by Beverlv Eakman. a former teacher.
technical writer, and s eech writer
at the highest levels o F the federal
government.
She has written this
stunning expose of the forces that
control American education.
Her relentless research, over a
four-year period (Eustace will have
more long-background substance),
has resulted in the first book to
detail, step by step, how our
schools have turned away r rom
It is a
academic instruction.
and
straightforward,
excellent
scholarly account of a Pennsylvania woman’s struggle ‘with the
education bureaucracy, and how
she gradually uncovered the longrange plan to revamp your system
of education.
I would like to share something
with you regarding the Journals
and the “Education System”. Rick
Martin contacted the Board of Education regarding the use of the
Constitutional
information,
etc.
He received a letter in return
which I won’t take time herein to
repeat verbatim, but it told him
that text material is chose;. bie;
specific “committee” and
reviewing the material (The Constitution) it is found to be totally
unsuitable for use.” So be it.
The book b Eakman reframes the
debate in K ucation. It is a must
#ll

for educators, policy makers, and
any and all citizens concerned
about the decline in American education and how it can be remedied.
It is going to, of course, create
controversv (if it can be kern
within the public), that will be
talked about. Efforts will be made
to immediately stifle it so I suggest
ou please take this information:
ii DUCATION FOR THE “NEW
WORLD ORDER” by Beverly
Eakman, softcov~nde~75
pages,
Biblio raphy,
ISBN
0-8b420-%$
#3441 80
$2 1.95 postpaid.
Prepay by sending check or money
order with your name and address
to: Halcyon House, P.O. Box 8795
Portland, OR 97207-8795.
Or,
ou can order by phone using
6 ISA, Discover, or Master Card.
Purchase orders are acce ted from
libraries and other quali t?ted Institutions.
Call for quantity discounts. (503) 2286345.
This book explains, very well, how
a major tax-exempt foundation influences American education; the
extent to which assessment tests
measure students’
rather
than achievement; how the schools
are being used as instruments of
change to reshape the way children
think; how personal information on
indivtduals and families is being
corn iled and stored in non-secure
data ifIanks (just another arm of the
Beast); how the social security
number can be misused to crossreference assessment test data with
other personal/family records; how
teachers are unwitting pawns of the
establishment; why remedial reading has become institutionalized
and why efforts to reform education are intended to fail.
Yes, we have spoken of all these
items, but not in the detail which
will shock you into possible action.
This is a part of the plan to insure
total ignorance throughout your
population and keep absolute tabs
on every individual as well as
family and social units.
Another book in full recommendation:
WORLD WITHOUT

BORDERS

It has been suggested that you ones
would gain more information in

more believable form if ou had
access to earth “books” ra x er than
just a bunch of Light fragments.
Somehow
Man cannot accept
knowledge untampered by Man.
So be it. This must account for the
reason that Man refuses to follow
the Laws of God and Creation-some self-acclaimed Man didn’t
originate them!?!?
At an
rate,
another
book,
WORL I3 WITHOUT BORDERS,
written by Lester R. Brown (out of
rint since 1976--but still on some
l!iook shelves and, accidentally,
some school libraries), is well
worth all efforts to study and absorb.
Right off, on the cover, there is a
statement: “A unified lobal society must now be regar f ed not as a
fiction or an ideal, but as the inevitable reality toward which we
must move.
By the author of
Seeds of Change.’
The blurb regarding the book
reads: “At best, the remainder of
this century will be a traumatic period for mankind. At worst, it will
be catastrophic, Mr. Brown identifies the chief worldwide threats to
human well-being--environmental
deterioration, population growth,
the widening rich-poor gap, risin
unemployment, accelerating ruraf
urban migration and widespread
hunger. With the possible exception of hunger, each of these is
certain to get worse in the years
immediately ahead. The uestion
is whether we can achieve 91e level
of international cooperation needed
to reverse these trends.
“The continuing
expansion of
global economic activity depends
on the earth’s capacity to supply
fresh water, energy fuels and industrial raw materials, to produce
forest products and marine rotein,
to provide living space an B arable
land and to absorb waste. As those
countries which first industrialized
de lete their reserves of fuels and
in s ustrial raw materials, they must
turn to the poor countries for supplies. The exponential growth of
energy consumption is pressing
against
limited
reserves
of
p&oleum, converting this market
from a buyer’s to a seller’s market.
Competition for the global fish
catch intensifies as the rich coun-
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tries expand their fishing fleets and
the oor counter by extending their
offs Kore boundaries to 200 miles.
The issue of how to distribute
scarce or finite resources among
countries puts increasin stress on
the international politica f system.
“Mr. Brown argues that the rincipal threat to our future we1 -being
may not be the relationship of man
to man, as annual global military
ex enditures of $204 billion would
in Bicate, but the relationship of
man to nature. Efforts to accommodate ourselves to our finite earth
require that we reorder global priorities, abandon the pursuit of superaffluence in rich countries and
stabilize population growth everywhere.
“The list of national problems
which can be solved only at the
global level is lengthening. These
range from drug addiction and the
energy crisis in the United States
to poverty
and rising unemloyment in the poor countries.
h e competition and conflict and
superpower dominance will not
work over the longer term. It must
be re laced by a new world order,
one &ased on cooperation and a
sense of community.”
About the author: “Lester Brown
(also from the book cover) is a Senior Fellow with the Overseas Develo ment Council, a private, nonlocated in
ro Pit organization
He was fore, ashington, D.C.
merly Administrator of the International Agricultural Development
Service and served as policy adviser to the Secretary of A riculture on world food needs an% agricultural development abroad.
“Recognized as a leading authority
on the world food problem while
still in his late twenties, he was
awarded the Department of Agriculture’s Superior Service Award
in 1965. In 1966 Mr. Brown was
selected b the U.S. Jaycees as one
of the ’ %en Outstandin
Young
lf specially
Men of America. ’
commended ,was his work in anticipating the 1965 crop failure in
India [well, if you are among the
planners, tt does become easy to
predict], early enough to initiate a
massive food rescue effort, thereby
avoiding a famine.
#ll

“Besides writing articles for scholarly and po ular magazines, Mr.
Brown is tti e author of MAN,
LAND AND FOOD (USDA,
1963) and SEEDS OF CHANGE:
THE
GREEN
REVOLUTION
AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE
SEVENTIES (1970). He is a frequent guest lecturer on university
campuses in this country and
abroad, and also has served as consultant to the United Nations and
the Agency for International Development.
Mr. Brown lives in
Chevy Chase, Mar land, with his
wife and two chil J ren, etc., etc.,
etc. ”
Chelas, I am asked to do this and I
feel it is perha s ap ropriate--once
or twice. I eel
e reason you
come to the Expresses and the
Journals is to avoid all this harassment of a thousand books when
one will do--but, none-the-less, we
do wish to give you confirmation
both pro and con. There is no
copy of this book available to this
group, either--but, you will note I
told you it IS utilized as an acce ted document in schools and is
stiP1 carried in some of their libraries.
Books are only acceptable, you see, if they move you as
a unit into One World Rule.

3:

While we are at it: Another Journal
which will be well worth your
reading if you are still interested in
“AIDS “. It is the lague which
will take out the popu Pation of your
ulanet so I hone a few of vou are
lstill interested*for the “right” reasons. The title: SURVIVING THE
AIDS PLAGUE by Taki N. Anagnoston. M.D. I will later give YOU
ordering information for the book
will be corrected in a place or two
where later information is valid
and then George will take up the
publishing of the material. I have
met with Dr. Anagnoston and his
research into the subject is credible. I DO, however, suggest that
you pay attention to your “news”
of this week.
Remember, I told you in our own
Journal that AIDS is basically a
tertiary syphilis and could be
nicely treated with aqueous penicillin?
What do we have here
now?
They ,,are making a. big
splash about . . .posstbly utillzmg
massive doses of antibiotics to treat
AIDS, etc., rattle and blather”.

Chelas,
ou MUST stand and
DEMAN I3 this insanity cease.
The PLAN is to have you Americans under total control long before the next so-called election.
What you do NOW is indeed urgent and important!
More, “while we’re at it”: For you
who have been on stand-by and
getting a bit ushed for “time for
action”, Ober Pi has located another
viable resource for collateral gold
for use with the Phoenix Institute
so you who have been waiting for
arrangements and CD maturity-you can now continue with your
plans. I can only continue to warn
g; ;;t Jg;;
se%: i$E ;y;
strip you of assets--all assets--and
it is coming down fast now.
Also, Cort has re-situated here in
this location to take some of the
pressure of Corporation formation
and information base from Oberli.
He and his family will need to eat,
but the expense will remain absolutely minimal. Since our thrust is
different from typical business-asusual--I urge ?you to go this route
in incorporation for our plans are
to
begin
and
expand
an
“information” network and facilities for managing those corporations to keep you solidly within all
necessary guidelines.
I can only
remind you that if you are willing
to make a than e in your world-then the cost 0 fgthese services can
well be afforded from the funds
SAVED in utilizing the methods
given forth. If you are a taxpayer-you can soon afford any service
up to the amount you now pay!!
Ponder it for vou will even have
funds left over.* BUT YOU MUST
SAVE YOUR CONSTITUTION
AND IT IS ALL BUT DEAD,
DEAD, DEAD!
U.S.-MEXICO

there on Bush’s speeches which sa
that he pledges to “. ..work wi x
Congress to see that dislocated
workers receive proper assistance
and retraining” and he got “fasttrack authority” to move along.
The intent is to bring Mexico into
a free-trade agreement reached by
the United States and Canada in
1988.
And what of that trade
agreement? It has been quite devastating and hundreds of thousands
of jobs have been lost by the
Canadians, as a matter of fact--with
both the U.S. and Canada planning
to relocate in Mexico where there
are no worthy pollution controls
and extremely cheap labor.
This is a death march for American
industry, chelas, and even more
immoral is that which is being
done to exploit the Mexicans. This
becomes a slave-labor program under some nice label of wondrous
non-existent morality.
This trade
agreement will destroy BOTH
Mexican and U.S. Economies.
This whole fiasco is totally entangled with the Banksters and again,
this day, I feel it more worthy for
you to hear it from the human
recordings.
First of all, however, since I am
plagued with requests for “getting
mto balance procedures”
and
“. . .how can I get in touch“ and
“reach out and allow me to touch
you” and on and on--I am going to
share something that Little Crow
just now sent to us on the fax machine--remember, you, too, can get
in touch with extraterrestrials via
the fax machine!
’
This is from a free-lance writer
who lives in San Mateo, California:

TRADE ISSUE

Is this of heaven or hell? In all instances, the latter.
The debate over free trade with
Mexico boils down to a fight over
U.S. jobs--won and lost--for workers in factories displaced by the
migration of those factories to
south of the border. Knowing that
everything the “lips” say is valid
and forthright, you are hanging out
.’
.
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than you can believe. When are
you ones going to stop all the
foolishness and go where God IS?
There is YOU and there is a meYOU.
chanical bod
used b
YOU only Nd ED YOU! %at, thin,
tall, lean, short, skinny, tubby or
medium-doesn’t
matter a whit.
Feed it whatever it wants or deprive it--it will not affect YOU and
your relationship with GOD. Lay
on your face with clinched fists or
on our rear with open fmgers-Go c? is within your energ mind-no more and no less. I P a thing
makes your mechanical body work
more prudently, so be it, but if you
have to have ANYTHING OF
PHYSICALNESS
TO REACH
GOD, YOU ARE

,

So much for our “reason” break
for the next has no humor and
should strike terror into your
hearts for behind the lies is catastrophe.

crowd--led by David Rockefeller of
Chase Manhattan himself--are going ape to ram this policy through.
At an early May meeting of his
Council of the Americas in Washington, Rockefeller himself took
the floor to explain just how urgent
NAFTA
is for the bankers:
”
Don’t let your Congressman hear
onl Rocky’s side of the story.
M alle sure he hears from YOU,
and the thousands of other Americans, who are opposed to the idea
of creating an Auschwitz on the
U.S.-Mexican border in order to
keep the banks solvent. Turn on
the heat now.
1.
we do not have space to reprint
all the raphs, etc. We will effort
to clari 6 without the diagrams.]
QUOTE:

I ask you to simpl “assume” quotation for I inten J to “plagiarize”
this information from an AMERICAN
printing of May
27, 1991 for it is comprehensive
and shows the “other” side of this
monster. I will keep to the print
and if I comment, I shall do so in
brackets: [xxx].
x

Of course I note that Mr. Webber
forgot to mention that if he learns
to “ascend” and/or gets instructions
as to how to “lift-off’ that he has
forgotten the overnight ascension
bags which should be color coordinated to the ra Master attending
you. He also Torgets to note that
most of these items and classes can
be purchased with your Gold
Mastercard--especial1
those
classes given by the 2 old Masters.
Funny?

Indeed--and more typical

While ou are reading these lines,
your E ongressman may be voting
to
authorize
the
Bush
administration to negotiate a treaty
with Mexico that will mean slave
labor, the rampant spread of
cholera, and throwing hundreds of
thousands of workers onto the unemployment lines--on both sides of
the border--all for the purpose of
bailing out the Wall Street and City
of London BANKS.
Doubt it?
Then you haven’t
looked into NAFTA, the North
American Free Trade Agreement
that George Bush and his banker
buddies are trying to railroad
$;i; h Congress on a
8.
In the graphics and text that follow
we will tell ou the truth about
what the Bus K administration and
the media have tried to sell as a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
get economic growth started across
the Americas.
The Wall Street
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In early spring of this year, the
administration of President George
Bush and leading members of the
U.S. Liberal Eastern Establishment
lined up behind a proposal for the
implementation of a North AmeriFree
Trade
Agreement
can
(NAFTA), eliminating all barriers
to trade and investments between
the U.S. and Mexico. NAFTA, as
the proposal has come to be
known, was based on extending an
already existing a reement between
the U.S.A. and E anada, to America’s southern neighbor.
The centerpiece of NAFTA’s entire
free trade strateg is the expansion
of the
J
sector of the
Mexican economy, the “in-bond”
assembly plants located mostly just
across the border in Mexico, which
use cheap Mexican labor to assemble U.S. components into finished
goods--electronics and auto parts,
mainly--for re-export back to the
Only the value added by
U.S.
Mexican labor is taxed on entr of
the products back into the U. !!.A.
Properly speaking, the
are not really part of the Mexican economy, aside from the fact
that they happen to be located on
Mexican territory. They are a
a free trade zone,
which operate much like the Colon
Free Trade Zone in Panama.
#11

Growth in number of runaway
plants and jobs in Mexico’s
maquiladora sector since 1980:
From just over $2 billion in 1980,
these plants ex orted nearly $14
billion worth o P oods to the U.S.
in 1990, a sixfol f increase in just a
decade, re resenting a growth rate
of over 18 percent a ear. Appr;;imagte
half of x is export
accounted
for by
imports of intermediate goods from the U.S. Employing about 500,000 workers in
1990,
accounted
for the equiv a?ent of 3.5 percent of
the total U.S. manufacturing workforce, working in ‘obs that 15
ears ago were per f’ormed in the
4; .S.
THE BANKER’S BAILOUT
Despite what its proponents claim,
the North American Free Trade
Agreement is NOT fundamentally
a free trade agreement. There is
no need for such an accord with
Mexico because there is
virtually free trade between the two
countries. Beginning in 1985, the
Mexican government, under the
pressure of its international creditor banks, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Reagan
State Department, drastically reduced its previous tariff and other
protective barriers.
Today, there
are no licenses, tariffs, or quotas
on over 10,000 products imported
by Mexico, and the average tariff
has plummeted from 47 percent to
9 percent.
In actuality, NAFTA--and the proposed extension to the entirety of
Ibero-America, and from there to
the rest of the Third World--is the
economic centerpiece of Bush’s
much-trumpeted “new world order”. In conjunction with the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GAIT), which will codify
such free market
olicies on a
global scale, NAFT A:‘s objective is
to give a new lease on life to the
bankrupt Anglo-American financial
system, which has dominated the
world economy since World War
II. It is intended to do this in three
principal ways:
1) NAFTA and its sequels are designed to bolster the shak ,
overextended international cr eJ it
pyramid by vastly increasing and

solidifyin
the flow of Third
World de%t ayments to the international b al& . It will do this by
thorough1
absorbing the economies 02 the nations of IberoAmerica into an extended dollar
zone, annexing their raw materials
(such as oil), and using their labor
forces as captive cheap labor in
runaway shops, principally for
production for export back into the
U.S.
Along with this projected new
looting of Third World economies,
NAFTA will also reorganize the
entire
Ibero-American
banking
structure, and thereb create the
conditions under whit K the vast financial flows originatin
in the
Ibero-American dru tra f e can be
more readily laun 8 ered into the
cash-strapped
Anglo-American
banking system.
As one perceptive United Auto
Workers official put it: “NAFTA
isn’t free trade. It’s protectionism
for the bankers. ”
2) NAFTA will be the wedge
used to dramatically lower wage
levels and working conditions m
the U.S.A., especially among the
shrinking percentage of the U.S.
labor force still employed in manufacturing. In fact, an overall restructuring of the U.S. economy is
intended, as explained in other
Journals. The process of lowering
incomes, of derdmg
dabs, is a
prime product o going rom a science-based energ -intensive economy, into a slave- r abor economy.
3) The newly formed Western
Hemisphere free trade zone, this
bankers’ common market, will then
be used as. a battering ram a ainst
zd mge;Ez development of 5 apan
in particular, to
make sure x at no alternative to
Anglo-American
economic
predominance emerges anywhere on
the international scene. With the
Soviet Union enmired in its own
difficulties--or so the theory goes-[and don’t you believe it for even a
minute!] and with European and
Japanese competition eliminated,
and with America’s vast military
might being wielded to bomb any
recalcitrant opponents back into the
Stone Age, as occurred in the war
against Iraq, the Anglo-American
establishment hopes to reign unVol.
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challenged for the indefinite future.
Such is the Brave New World envisioned by Bush and his sponsors,
a modern parody of the decadent
Roman Empire of 2000 years ago.
The U.S. President, during a December 1990 five-nation tour of
Ibero-America, explained: “I truly
believe we are approaching a new
dawn in the New World. ”
AUSCHWITZ

ON

What will happen if Bush has his
way, and NAFTA and GATT are
implemented?
First, propping up the bankrupt
Bretton Woods AzYc;$ Reserve,
Incorporated]
s stem
through further looting of PberoAmerica and the Third World, will
create conditions of immiseration
so drastic that wave upon wave of
epidemic disease, and outright
starvation, will sweep the developing sector, and will quickly
spread to the U.S. itself. The current cholera epidemic striking
South America is a first result of
these same looting policies, and
there is a strong probability that it
will soon reach Mexico, and from
into the U.S..
there spread
NAFTA will be largely responsible, becausEf it wi: promote. the
notorious
growth
belt in northern
Mexico, the so-called “in bond”
assembly plants which produce for
re-export to the U.S. and make use
of chea Mexican labor ‘(including
child lag or), as workers are forced
to live and work in subhuman con98
ditions.
$11
minimum wage in Mexico is even
lower: 59 cents an hour, and droping. The fact is that NAFTA will
elp turn the entire border area
slave-labor
into an Auschwitz
camp.
Second, underselling Germany and
Japan by using runaway sweatshop
labor in Mexico, will create both a
sharp rise in unemployment in the
United States, and a dramatic drop
in U.S. real wages? perhaps by as
much as one-third m the manufacturing sector. This will not make
America more “competitive”: It
#ll

will destroy the very high-technology/high-productivity
emphasis
which once made the U.S. competitive.
Third, if the Anglo-Americans succeed in destroying the economic
potential of Germany and Japan,
the irony is that this very result
will condemn the U.S. to destruction as well. The U.S. economy
has been so damaged by 25 ears
of Anglo-American policies, x at it
is today incapable of generating a
sustained recovery without the help
of the productive capabilities of
Germany and Japan. Onl a dramatic mobilization of 2
economic potential, in artiZZeosf
the
sort
envision eB in the
“Productive Triangle” proposal,
can transform the world economic
environment in a way that will
permit the United States to be rescued from the disaster that three
decades of rotten policies have
produced.
And yet the Bush administration’s
explicit policy is to destroy this
German and Japanese potential,
through NAFTA and GATT.
There is an additional strategic
danger involved.
The only hope
for positive change in the Soviet
Union lies in “Westernizing” it by
linking it into high rates of economic growth in the industrial
West. If Bush succeeds in wrecking the economic capabilities of
Germany and Japan, the Soviet
Union will have no interlocutors,
and it is like1 that a desperate,
half-starving i oviet Union will
strike out aggressively, militarily,
against the West.

exports translates into 25,CKKljobs
for U.S. workers, he claims,
NAFTA means millions of new
jobs for American.

zone, which will soon
be extended to encompass the entire nation of Mexico. As for an
export boom to Mexico, it won’t
hap en. The market for exported
u. t . consumer goods is limited by
the terrible poverty of the majo;;i;
of the Mexican population.
the IMF and Mexico’s creditor
banks will NOT PERMIT IT anyway: They are demanding that
Mexico export more and import
in order to pa off their gigantic debt to the b ad s.
#2: NAFTA will make the
U.S. competitive once again with
Germany and Japan, b reducing
the labor component or manufacturing costs.
There is no doubt that the
wage bill in
on the
Mexican side of the border will be
far
than’ in the U.S. toda .
But this will destroy the U. B.
economy, and in particular the educational and technolo ical training
that comes with a higfl er standard
of living, which are the true
sources of productivity and competitiveness.
#3: NAFTA will create millions of new jobs in Mexico and
thus help stem the tide of illegal
migration across the border into
the United States.

Bush administration is projecting
rates of $5 billion per
-year and
higher.
Under NAFTA, most of the
“investment” that will go into
Mexico will be to take over existing plant and equipment. It is a
transfer of ownership into the
hands of foreigners, not the creation of new wealth.
#5: NAFTA will open up the
Mexican banking and financial
sector and modernize it. This will
attract vast flows of international
finance capital.
NAFTA’s banking takeover
will open up the banking system of
the Americas to all sorts of speculative hot money flows--including
those of the drug trade. Such activity does not aid production; it
END QUOTE.
Dharma, this has been too lon a
session., so allow us a break. &et
us finish this Express this afternoon and then we can return to
Sananda and continue his WORD.
Thank you. Hatonn to stand-by.
616191 #2
Thank you for returning. Hatonn
present and ready to resume.
Before we go further on the subject
of the Free Trade Agreement, I am
asked to respond to a few, points in
the news and also in the “rumor”
mill. One is just about the same as
the other.
MONEY EXCHANGE

Such will be the consequences of
implementing NAFTA and GATT.
The White House has launched a
full-scale public relations drive to
sell the marvels of NAFTA to the
American population.
We document here, that each of the claims
projected are patently false.

The assertion here is that U.S. exports to Mexico will increase
sharply under NAFTA--by as much
as $14 billion, according to Commerce Secretary
Robert Mosbather.
Since each $1 billion in

NAFTA will mean a net destruction of ‘obs in Mexico. Domestic manu t’acturing will be wiped
out by the dumping of cheaper
U.S. imports on the market. The
only jobs that will be created will
in the
expanding
be those
zone, under condithat
tions
horrendous
“Auschw!;” is the only word that
properly describes them. This will
foster the very conditions driving
desperate Mexicans across the border looking for jobs in the U.S.
NAFTA means that U.S.
investment will pour into Mexico,
and help Mexico develop.
The
.
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We received a phone inquiry from
a most special friend this noon who
had heard from a good, reliable resource that there is a lanned exchange of current (1if0 to 1) set
for September. Tii e ears are good
but the facts are a bit ,off. The
“leak” is for September to cover
the fact that the money call is
planned prior to the end of August
and, hopefully, before the end of
July--depending
on Free T?cl;
Agreement going .mt; law.
must have ‘surprise to ull off
such a devastating overal P sweep
and the Cartel must also already
have their banking system in
#ll
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operation for the handling of the
massive undercover funds which
have been flowing via cash.
The plan will be to have Mexico
serve as a very large Banking service. The infrastructure is already
in place but at present the laws are
not such as to allow open functioning without cash. The point is
to get all massive cash transactions
converted to cashless exchanges
and then the major exchan e can
take place. The drug lor (Bs will
simply have credit and debit accounts which will function without
money transactions. The ones who
serve as competitive under-lords
will be caught with the cash.
The ’ 100 to one” is correct and
follows the system already handled
and operable in the Soviet Union.
The timing goes with the pro aanda of the recession being en Bed
%y mid-year (which is now) and the
stock market doing fairly well. All
is to suck you in. The big clue is
the rise in the price of gold and
silver this day. The big switch is
ready to come down and the big
players are getting situated. There
is no point in colla sing the market
unless the public Ras moved back
into the market in a massive way.
By the way, for you ones who
don’t think a 100 to one switch is
bad--we are not talking about a
stock split here; this means pulling
in ten dollars and receivin one
“unit” in return. You will afso be
asked to account for all cash over a
minimal amount and the remainder
will be confiscated on the assumption of tax withholding.
It
probably come in conjunction with
enforced bank “holidays” which
will allow for limited exchange
time. This also allows the banks to
change over the computer tabulation system to the new amounts.
If the s stem stumbles in the Free
Trade Kgreement, the whole idea
may have to be stalled.
Do not be naive, the currency has
been printed and ready for over
l&1/2 ears. The trial was the
Soviet L nion.
Further, Mexico
has been in default on its debt of
over $100 billion since 1982, and
they have just been servicing the
debt here and there by more loans
by the same major Cartel banks.

You must realize, too, that it is
through the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the
regional development banks around
the world, the U.S. taxpayers
(YOU) have ut u the mone to
build steel miPIs, e ectronics p rants
and automobile factories so that
people abroad can make the products with your money. You have
not been informed about this chain
of events except in two-speak so
that ou can’t understand it. It is
simp ry, however, that you are
paying for the execution of your
own jobs and industry and you
continue to do so. Now you add
another $15 billion in foreign aid
this year, and a great part of that is
oing to this kind of development
Prom which the major Cartel
co orations and Banking network
wilT be the winners.
HOW CAN YOU DISCERN
Look at what “they” say and
“who” reaps the rewards. There
are ressures of all kinds coming
on 8 ongress. The Bush administration controls all of the patronage, so the Republican Party is under. the gun. The big banks are
and
telling
?Z$ess
fiyegZy will completely
fail and o under if they don’t go
along wi it the trade pact. Who is
on board? Carla Hills is head of
the White House trade representative’s office and Julius Katz is the
No. 2 official selling out the
United States at the trade talks in
Geneva. Then you have ones like
Orrin Hatch, Dodd, Lugar, Solarz;
let’s just say, the same ones who
pushed and pushed for active aggression in Ira because the intent
is to pull the 8 ne World Government Police State on you-the-people--while you pay for it.
You will find that, in every major
industry that had import restraints
on foreign goods, the prices on the
domestic goods went down.
You see, when you have import restraints or quotas, you give the
American manufacturer the opportunity to o erate at capacity. He
can then ta! e full advantage of the
economies of scale, and that is
what reduces prices--not imports.
Im orts are bound to raise prices,
ans they have certainly done so for
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the past two decades.
What has happened? Tariffs alone
are not enough to deter imports
any longer.
The reason is that
most other countries of the world
are on socialist economies. They
can subsidize their exports to the
U.S. When you raise the tariffs it
does not actually deter imports.
Do I think one system is far better
than the other? Neither is worth
the paper upon which it is established. Furthermore, you are already so controlled as a nation that
it will matter ver little for the
cards are set to co Ylapse the house
from any or all foundation corners.
THEY PLAN TO RULE THE
BROTHERS--HOOK,
WORLD,
LINE AND SINKER. They also
plan to have all your assets and
control every aspect of your existence. They do not even bother to
have proper lies--look at Saddam
Hussein who is better entrenched
than ever in Iraq. You in the U.S.
are sim 1 coming back under the
Rule oPX e King of Great Britain
and the Queen was just here to
survey her properties.
What can you do about this mess?
I’m not sure that you will be able
to avoid it--I think it will probably
play itself out. The intent has been
to so arrange the economy that the
Government has no way in which
to reclaim control of money according to the Constitution. Since
the stuff you call mone is only
Federal Reserve NO T-JS (bills,
loans, credit paper and debit paper)
they have the current “laugh” for
you have only footed the cost of
their s stem--not controlled it.
The pro i abilities are that you will
have the currency switch for they
surely don’t plan to have all that
paper and not change it out at your
The only thing up for
expense.
discussion is “when” and by their
own projections it “must be a surprise or it won’t work according to
their plans. ” It is o’ver a year
“later’ than originally set and it IS
set for no later than mid-August
for it is planned to move into the
new fiscal year with new currency!
What can our group get accomplished in those interim weeks? A
lot if given the opportunity, but it
is as questionable as the winds for
so few of you listen until it is past
#ll

the hour to act. I don’t speculate
on that which we will have under
way--except for the WORD of
Truth. Getting people to listen and
act is the point in discussion and
that is free-will choice over which
I can have no control.
I can assure of one thing and that
is, if you are going to turn this
around it is going to take an outpouring of millions of calls, cards
and letters to Congress.
The
Congress is, at the present, behaving like a buffalo herd running
through the china shop headed for
the cliff so they all tumble off into
the void, in favor of this Mexican
trade deal.
The moral fiber of
our leaders is at an all time base
row as is with you-the-people.
People have to stop this stupid
stampede.
A lot of these congressmen are on
the fence and don t really want to
vote for this, but if they get an
outpouring of any kind--letters and
phone calls--they can change their
minds. However, now that Bush
has gotten permission to act in the
interim, it becomes harder for the
structure is already in place and to
move it will be a mammoth task.
You only have mere days left to
act.
Dharma, find the numbers again,
please.
Call: (202 224-3121 for your congressman and senator. Write our
representatives in care of the t; .S.
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 20515 and your senator in care of the U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510.
The next step is the disarming of
the citizens and then it’s basically
over. The Bankster Cartel Elite
are already celebrating victory,
chelas .
WHAT ABOUT MEXICO IN
ALI
The last three years of relatively
free trade between the U.S. and
Mexico have been a disaster--for
both countries.
Mexico today is in a deep depression, with soaring unemployment
and real wage levels less than 50%
of their 1982 levels, with more

than a million new workers each
and every year entering the labor
market, most of whom will not
find jobs. The effect of lowered
tariff barriers has been to undercut
Mexican farmers, increase agricultural unemployment,
and to
bankrupt tens of thousands of
smaller manufacturing producers,
while a small number of larger,
often multinational-owned
firms,
have exported to the U.S. the outut that used to be consumed by
R exicans .
The results are shocking: Per
capita consumption of corn, beans,
rice, and wheat, the staples in the
Mexican diet, 1s today about 20%
lower than the already miserable
levels of 1980. The minimum has
dropped from the equivalent of
U.S. $1.26 per hour m 1980, to
$0.59 per hour in 1990--a 53% decline. In the last three years alone-the model years for NAFTA-wages are estimated to have plummeted b 29%. This collapse has
occurr e4l during the bi
boom”
years for the maquila f oras, the
very model NAFTA intends to
spread throughout Mexico.
An indication of the collapse of
Mexico’s agriculture sector, which
will be completely opened to
takeover by the international grain
cartels, is at its lowest production.
There is simpl no basis in any
projections for K exican growth to
assert that the poorer 85% of the
Mexican po ulation will become
consumers 0 P U.S. exports, or that
Mexican “prosperity” will permit
wages to rise significantly.
Many groups, such as the AFLCIO, other labor, church, social
welfare, and environmental organizations, have documented that
the maquiladora phenomenon represents nothing but U.S. runaway
shops, possibly the most massive
“runaway shop” slave-labor operation in history. These groups have
also compiled massive and irrefutable evidence as to the subhuman conditions of work in the
maquiladoras,
and the colonias
(shantytowns) surrounding them.
We do not need., here, to repeat
this information m detail, since it
is in the public record in numerous
congressional
hearin s and in
widely circulated pubYished form.
.
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But the outlines bear reiteration.
* Wage levels are abominably
low. Contrary to some claims, the
aid by the
average
wages
maqudadoras are Par below even
the already abysmally low wages
aid in the non-maqudadora manuFacturing sector of Mexico. According to AFL-CIO figures, avermaquiladora
?&hour,
compared tr!!e:6/hiE
for manufacturing in the rest of
Mexico.
But many maquiladora
workers receive substantial1 less
even than $.98.
In 1988 the
wage differential was about 511, it
is now worse than 11: 1. And even
these figures understate the comparison, as some U.S. workers still
receive fringe benefits up to 50%
the value of their wages; the
maquiladora workers receive none.
* The profile of the maquiladora
labor force reads like something
out of Charles Dickens or New
York Cit ‘s tenement factories before the ?n-st child labor laws at the
turn of the centur . Two-thirds of
the 500,000 wor Eers in them are
females, and most of these are
young girls, either trying to su plement the income of desperate f y
poor families, or earning their first
living away from home any way
they can. Turnover rates in the
maquiladoras reach 120% per year.
* Working conditions are also
19th-century, with widespread violation of worker safety laws, blatantly unsafe working conditions,
failure to inform the workers of
hazards, failure to use roper protective devices on mat Rinery, and
other abuses amply documented by
others.
* Living conditions are crushingly poor, with the vast majority
of the 500,000, plus dependents,
living in the so-called colonials,
urban slums reminiscent of Brazil’s
notorious favelas. Almost none of
these residents have indoor running
water, many do not even have access to runnjng water at all, and
drink from water collected in huge
barrels formerly used by local
companies to contain toxic substances. Sewage facilities are almost unknown in the colonials, and
open sewage runs through the
camps. Conditions are as squalid
and hideous as anywhere in the
#11

world today. It is scarcely an exaggeration to call them concentration camps.
Needless to say,
health care and treatment are all
but non-existent as well, making
ripe ground for
$ztra camps
and other
epidemics,
which, once unleashed, will not respect national borders.
Situated Journey, where fully onethird of all the maquiladora workers live, illustrates the situation.
Three hundred fifteen maquiladoras
employ 135,000 workers, 65% of
them women, 10% under 16 years
of age. Wages are $3.60 a day,
and turnover is so high there is a
constant need for more workers.
The city has been destroyed by the
maquiladora plague.
Teachers
there earn one-third of their real
wage in 1980 figures and now
spend more time earning income in
the informal economy than they do
teaching--the schools have become
public markets for their wares.
Housing rents are double the levels
across the Rio Grande in El Paso;
incomes are less than one-tenth the
U.S. levels.
* Most of the maquiladoras also
practice no pollution
control.
Toxic wastes are released untreated
into both the atmosphere and surface and groundwater. Canals carrying heavily polluted water often
run right through the attached
colonials. Air pollution is so bad
in some of the leading maquiladora
cities that it carries over the border
and affects U.S. border cities.
One final point bears noting:
Maquiladora workers are today
paid less than the wages received
m such desperately poor countries
as Jamaica and the Dominican Republic.
Mexico, the once-proud
neighbor that tried to industrialize,
and tried to improve the standard
of living of its population, now
shameless1 permits its workers to
receive a d ourth World-level wage
standard, and is actively seeking
more of the same.
NO EXPORT BOOM
But perhaps the mass exodus of
U.S. manufacturing plants south of
the border will be offset b skyrocketing U.S. exports to ld exico,
creating thousands of new jobs
here at home? That is what the

Bush administration
this, too, is a lie.

claims.

But

It is a fact that Mexico’s imports
(three- uarters of which come from
the U. 1 .) have risen sharply over
the last three to four years, as a result of former President Miguel de
la Madrid’s and Salinas’ trade liberalization measures. But a closer
look at the composition of those
imports
shows that consumer
goods are the ones growing most
rapidly.
U.S. consumer goods
have been replacing Mexican goods
at supermarkets and department
stores, but that recess has largely
run its course. Pt would be illusory
to think that this is a market that
can continue to rapidly expand.
The argument that “Mexico is a
booming market” is nothing but a
cruel joke.
One might as well
trumpet the tremendous market for
U.S. exporters represented
by
Bangladesh today.
Desperately
oor people, as most Mexicans
ave become under De la Madrid
and Salinas’ olicies, are not a
market for any 1 ody ‘s exports. The
entire Mexican economy, encomP$p$ &yy&+&y~-~~~~o~
of an economy barely 4% as large.
And the share of GNP represented
by po ular incomes in Mexico is
much Power in Mexico than in the
United States. Real incomes have
plummeted for the average Mexican by more than one-half since
1982. It is estimated that more
than two-thirds of the opulation
are poor, and at least h J f of them
desperately poor.
As for ca ital goods imports, the
amount 0P these actually invested
into the Mexican economy has
been dropping significant1 since
1980. It is today at only B0% the
level it was at m 1980. And of
those imported capital goods that
are invested, the fact is that the
lion’s share of these have gone into
building up industries for exports-in particular the maquiladoras-rather than contributing to the
growth of the Mexican national
Mexico‘s imports of
~~c~~~‘tools
have collapsed to
near zero. There has been a gross
collapse in the employment of
Mexican workers in the manufacturing jobs upon which any country’s prosperity depend--with the
-10
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exception of an increase in slavelabor-wage employment
in the
maquiladoras.
There is no future of growth in
such trends.
One of the central objectives of
NAFTA is to create an environment propitious
for significant
flows of foreign investment into
Mexico. Bankers and others confessed to being uneasy about all the
“free market reforms that have
been implement~m;ssMexi~
over
recent years,
are
“locked in” throu h N KFTA.
They openly worry a%out the economic nationalism of the Echeverria and Lo ez Portillo years, and
fear that alf of Salinas’ good work
might be reversible if there is a
strong enough backlash to throw
him out, and return to policies of
protectionism, and possibly even to
nrohibitions
exnronriations
or
againit removing rof& of foreign
firms. or even de1 t moratoria. It
is believed that under a NAFTA,
the “changes” im lemented by
Salinas that favor Foreign investment can be “cemented” in such a
way that even an anti-“free market”
government could not undo them.
The firms planning to take advantage of NAFTA have made clear,
in fact, that once investment regulations are fully liberalized and
cemented in the form of an international agreement that guarantees
that their holdings can not be nationalized, or their profit remittances be jeopardized, or their
loans go unpaid, they plan a masof investment resive shiftin
sources to lbfexico.
,
But what sort of investment will
Maquiladora inactually occur?
vestment will certainly take off under NAFTA, for the reasons indicated. But this will not constitute
the prime form of investment. The
major thrust of U.S. foreign investment will be in buying out core
sectors of the existing Mexican
economy--not in the construction
of new plant and equipment.
In
other word% it will consist of a
mere exchange of property titles,
frr;)
Mexicans
(includizis th;
to foreigners.
proven b the fact that, despite
balance o f ayments figures showing about P2-3 billion of foreign
investment in each of the last cou#ll

__..
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ple of years, there has been no corresponding flow of actual physical
imports of capital goods, as we
documented above.
So the only
thing comin i’into” Mexico has
been financi 9 capital that is buying
out existing physical ca ital stock.
This is what explains tlfe fact that
fully 89% of all foreign investment
coming into Mexico in the first
quarter of 1991, went into
’ services “.

The long-term oal here is to deny
Mexico the ful P use of its oil revenues for national develo ment and
to ensure the U.S. a Parge and
continuing sup ly of oil close to
home.
In Pact, the intent of
NAFTA, and of Bush’s broader
New World Order, is to achieve
control of all strategic minerals,
including oil, in Mexico, IberoAmerica, and the entire Third
World.

Such steps go far beyond the current state of affairs, where the
IMF, the creditor banks, and the
U.S. government directly dictate
policy to the governments of IberoAmerica as to what their economic
and monetary policies should be.
no
longer
have
l-J=Y will
eononomic and monetary processes
that they can even call their own.
They will all be run by the dollar,
i.e., by the U. S. Government.

This process is already well under
way, as Mexico has “privatized”
the bulk of its former1 public
sector companies--70% Kave reportedly already been sold off.
The strategic aim of the NAFTA is
to force Mexico to liberalize its
foreign investment laws, and to
make the changes ermanent. The
U.S. has target et! all remaining
statutory and constitutional restrictions on full 100% foreign ownership of Mexican companies, even
in formerly “strategic ’ industries,
and will demand these reforms as
the price of NAFTA. The goal is
to buy up or control the core sectors of the Mexican economy. Insofar as there will be any significant investment in modernized
plant and equipment, it will, like
the ma uiladora “investment”, be
strictly 8or export.

NAFTA has one last principal
goal: to permit the full 0 ening up
of Mexico’s bankin an(P financial
system to takeover %y the international banks. Once permitted full
rights to operate in Mexico, the
major Wall Street, London, European, and Japanese banks will
quickly take over Mexico’s financial system. This means not only
buying the major Mexican banks.
It means acquiring the ability to
suck capital out of Mexico, the
same way these same banks are
resently acquiring regional U.S.
1 anks and sucking capital out of
the local regions in which these
banks are located. It means the
ability to borrow money within
Mexico that ought to go for national development, and lend it
back to U.S. firms seeking to buy
out Mexican corn anies--a total1
parasitic misuse 0 P the money. Pt
means the ability to use Mexican
funds deposited in the banks for
speculation in offshore enterprises,
as now occurs with U.S funds as
well.

The kind of loss of economic
sovereignty is tantamount to erasing all national borders, and goes
hand in .hand with the NAFTA
plan of turning the whole continent
mto one giant maquiladora foreign
enclave.

[Now., please don’t act surprised at
all this and wonder what happened-This is the way the Banks foreclose on nations--the collateral is
all the resources of a countr to get
the
original
loans--TH S
IS
FORECL&3URE OF A WORLD,
CHELAS!!! THE U.S. CANNOT
PAY ITS DEBTS--YOU WILL
ALSO BE FORECLOSED UPON-IT IS INEVITABLE AS THE
WINDS OF WINTER.
AND
FURTHER, TO PREVENT OBJECTION AND TROUBLE--YOU
WILL BE DISARMED SO THAT
YOU CANNOT MAKE A FUSS
AS EVERYTHING YOU HAVE.
INCLUDING YOUR NATION;
GOES
TO
THE
ELITE
BANKSTERS]
Let us take the central issue of
“oil” . Here the policy is to gradually whittle down Mexican opposition to resuming foreign control
and eventually ownershi
over
Mexico’s oil resources an B oil industry.

The goal is, as with the maquiladoras, to turn Mexico City into another version of Panama s now destroyed “banking center”, an onshore/“offshore”
banking haven,
which transmogrifies Mexico’s national savings into the means for
international speculative activities
earning profits for the banks, emphatically including the laundering
of hundreds of billions of dollars in
drug revenues every year.
With the financial takeover completed, and trade and foreign infully
vestment
liberalized,
NAFTA’s ultimate objective is to
turn the entirety of the Americas
into a dollar zone.
What this
means is the supplanting of each of
the local currencies by the dollar,
as legal tender, for all external and
internal economic transactions.
.
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SO--NOW THE U.S.
It is not possible to exactly forecast
with any precision, only probabilities, what havoc the agreement to
be negotiated with Mexico will
wreak within the U.S., if the “fasttrack” procedures are extended, as
per Bush’s demands. It is possible
to identify the general process
which will be set off, because it is
already in the works.
Overall U.S. capital investment is
in the ran e of $200 billion per annum. Of this it can be assumed
that about half is actually for investment in plant and equipment.
The proponents of the Free Trade
Agreement start from the assumption that under the first ear of an
agreement oing into eBwt, lo%,
or up to $1 %billion could be pulled
out of the U.S.A., and in the name
of investing in Mexico, be .diverted
to the account of bankrupt U.S.
banks. One such advocate put it
this wa : “Let’s say we now make
about J 100 billion in real capital
investment in the U.S., in plant
and equipment annual1 . Mexico,
under NAFTA, coul cz easily get
10% of that. That’s $10 billion
the first year, if it looks successful,
say even $15 billion the second
year. Then who knows, the third
year. . . . ”
The areas wh;ch would be affected
b such runaway sho s are known.
?yop on the list is tRe automobile
industry, second is the textile and
apparel industry, and third, what
comes under the heading of electronics and household appliances.
#ll

Then, fourth, in a sli htly different
way, the domestic rfi. S . construction industry.
Dharma, allow us a break, please.
I must, however,
finish this
evening for I desire that George
have it for his meetings in Florida.
Thank you.
616191 #3
ANTI-SEMITIC?

BIGOT?

I begin to hesitate to give Dharma
a break for we end up with stacks
and heaps of new inquiries to cover
each time. But there are a couple
of things which I want to point out
to you people.
We have heard from George and,
of course, of all the information we
have produced,
the
eople in
Florida at the county 8 emocratic
meeting only picked up the word
“Jew” in an Express. The meeting, by the way, is in West Palm
Beach where many Judean people
retire. It is sad that ones know so
very little about their own heritage
as seems to be revalent. The 1;:~
introducing
tl!
speakers,
George, immed~tely prefaced her
introduction by stating that George
was anti-semitic and a Zionist
bigot. I have awful news for these
poor, uninformed people--they do
not have a corner on Zionism.
I have told ou in the past that
Jerry Falwel Y of the “Christian
h$p& M$o;ity.” is a self-proZromst”
and “...am
proud to state that I am a Zionist”.
Now, hold to our hats, brothers,
Brent Scowcro i is a high1 prestiious persona e in the L ormon
Mormon
weligious
f a&h--a
“Zionist”. Now, I suggest somebody brush up on their attitudes
and information since, in the very
facts of the matter--to be anti-Jew
is not to be anti-Semitic since the
Semites came from the tribe of
Shem. Therefore, since the “Jews”
are not Semites--how can you be
anti-Semitic if you are against the
Jews? Is this some kind of “New
World Order” reasonin ? Perhaps
speakers, such as Patric f Buchanan
who was called a rotten bigot and
anti-Semite just last night on
“Larry King Live”--should sto
any defense of statements and RE!-

QUIRE AND DEMAND that those
making accusations along those
lines, identify, define and state
their rationale regarding their accusations for they are ignorant, indeed.
Now, there is another point I wish
to make about this currency switch
and recall. I should point out a
thing or two to you ones who are
wishing to invest with the Institute
and use gold as collateral--ultimately it 1s such an excellent investment for it will carry value of
100 to one if, in fact, that is the
amount of currency exchange. We
do not take our advice unto you
ones lightly. Further, the investment funds are being utilized with
persons who are not apt to have
confiscation of their industrial
roperty, i.e., the “light cement”
ousing factory, etc. Never underestimate the mysterious manner in
which God works his miracles and
performs His miracles. Moreover,
the material, when mixed with
pozzlan (pumice) and “finished”
and/or compressed, will have the
radioactivity rotection in one foot
of material 0P that of three full feet
of concrete as well as being very
light of weight in comparison-givin major benefits in structures.
Ah, 8 od has arranged many wondrous contacts and purposes if you
but hold to the Light.
BACK TO U.S./MEXICO
FI?l% TRADE
As so often in the postwar period,
the auto industry is the ace-setter.
About to armounce at tflis writing
net losses of some $3 billion
worldwide for the first quarter of
1991, GM, Chrysler, and Ford,
working with the banks, were m
the initial steps of reopening their
new three-year contract with the
UAW. The threat is clear. The
unions are to give up the income
security and health insurance components of the contract, and accept
wage cuts, or face the flight of
investment and employment to
Mexico. The textile and apparel
industry is next for the firing line.
This is what happened during 1981
and 1982, at the height of the VolThen
cker interest-rate atrocity.
the industry reo ened contracts in
order to lay of! workers and cut
back its wage bill.
12
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GM’s president, Lloyd Reuss, alluded to this in a press conference
April 15 in Detroit, when in res onse to prompting, he let slip
tlfat GM ma reopen its contract
with the UA&
GM spokesmen
off the record’ are less bashful.
With $5 billion in losses over the
last nine months, the company
cannot, it is said, afford the more
than $4 billion er annum job security and he afth package it is
committed to. The point to the
following: GM ro Buction worker
wages run at P31.30 per hour.
After the government and insurance companies take their cut, the
workers are left with $16.50 per
hour (still a lot higher than 98
cents). GM has 42,000 workers
emplo ed in Mexican
ey average $1.10 per hour.
As they sa : “The discrepancies
are huge. isven with this subsidy
from Mexico, if auto sales in the
United States keep collapsing, we
will not be able to produce cars in
the United States. ” It seems pretty
plain to me.
The textile industry, for its part,
fears that with the elimination of
remainin import tariffs on certain
classes o!f goods produced in Mexice, the industry in the U.S. will
be wiped out, perhaps in its entirety.
Autos and textiles, along with
electronics, are threatened by the
banks with elimination though substitution of slave-labor in Mexico.
With the construction industry it is
different. The bankers have Mexico demanding the right to freely
export “services’:, as pal-t of their
“free trade” looting. In this case,
“services” means labor. Although
at this point the Bush admimstration is insisting that there will
be no opening to Mexican migrant
labor under NAFTA, the construction industry is planning to replace
American labor with imported
slave, or cheap, labor from Mexico
in the name of “free trade in services”. On April 15, one hundred
leaders of the Association of General Contractors met with Bush to
endorse the “fast track”.
Their
leader Marvin Black, said on that
occasion: “Banks are in the grip of
fear that stops them from making
loans for construction projects.
The message is clear...The Age of
Abundance is over. ”

Where does this leave the U.S.?
The construction industry adds another 4 million workers to this list
should massive mi rant labor flows
occur under NAF %A and another
$100 billion in annual wages.
Let’s assume that there is intended
to be a shift of 10% of the investment budget to Mexico in the first
year of an agreement, and a 15%
shift in the second. Then, in ear
one, a proximately $10 bi rlion
would !I e looted from what is
called the U.S. capital investment
budget. In year two, this would
rise to 15%, or about $13.5 billion, of the remaining $90 billion.
Although again no precise forecasts
are possible on the employment
side, for the purposes of argument,
let’s apply the same ratios of contraction being promoted regarding
capital investment. The textile industry would lose 140,000 of its
1.4 million ‘obs in year one, and
about 190, o&l in year two. The
automobile and related rubber and
plastics industries
would lose
120,000 jobs in the first year and
170,000 m the second.
Construction would shed, or replace, about 400,000 workers in
the first year, and another 540,000
in the second.
This gives the total job losses for
just those three industries, if one
makes the same assumptions that
the Bush crowd does, at 660,000
and 1 million in the first two years
respectively.
This is the agreement which the
same people publicly insist will not
result in Job losses in the U.S.
Let’s assume, for the moment, that
the Bush administration is right on
this point, that no jobs will actually
be lost. This could only occur rf
U.S. wages were drastically reduced to Mexican levels. (The political reality will robably be some
combination of cframatic job loss
and wage gouging.)
As one
NAFTA ideologue succinctly put
it, U.S. companies will tell their
unions: “We don’t want to move to
Mexico. But in Mexico they want
“,‘,eny5
an hour and you. guys
Now ou re going to
have to meet us Kalf way, or at
least part of the way.”

In this fashion, wage reduction on
the order of one-third to one-half
could occur under NAFTA.
If
such a reduction occurred at about
the same rate as the mentioned
capital shifts, i.e., about 10% in
the year one and 15% of the reduced amount in year two, this
ives an overall reduction in manuFacturing-sector wages of goods
producers of about $30 billion in
year one and $40.5 billion in year
two.

and Japan, the secondary, remaining islands of productive potential
in the world economy as a whole.
Their capabilities are what remains
after the destruction of the developing sector, throu h International Monetar Fund 8 MF) polities, the br eai down collapse of
Marxist collectivism in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union, and China,
and the depression/bankruptc
of
the English-speaking part o2 the
advanced sector economies.

But you saw above that goods producers in manufacturing only make
u 11% of the entire labor force.
dl e 1.4 million workers in the
textile industry make up more than
10% of the manufacturin
total.
The workers in the auto an f rubber
and plastics industries also make
up more than 10% of the total.
This estimate assumes that almost
one-fifth of manufacturing workers
in auto and textiles will lose their
jobs in the next two ears, and almost one-quarter of x e workers in
the construction industry. This is
almost 10% of the remaining roductive workers in those t.l ree
sectors alone; 940?000 of the 4
million
construction
workers,
330,000 of the 1.4 million textile
workers, and 290,000 of the 1.3
million workers in the automobile
and related industrial employment
in the country are targeted.

What is the difference between the
U.S.A. and the other two? Over
the last 25 years, the United States,
in the name of the post-industrial
society and the crazed idea that
your society has moved beyond the
need to actually produce the improvements which permit continued human existence--has stopped
being a front-rank producing nation.
Germany and Japan have
not.

This is a recipe for upheaval and
chaos inside the U.S.
WHY THE U.S. IS
The collapse of U.S. performance
on domestic and international markets has nothing to do with “unfair
competition” from Japan or Western Europe, or anything of the
sort. For the past generation or
so, the U.S. has insisted on following
olicies which have, cumulatrve Py, pushed it over the
edge, in the sense that America is
no longer capable of producing,
out of its own resources of qualified labor, stocks of plant and
equi ment, i.e., the means which
wou Pd enable the country to recover and grow.
Germany and
Japan have not been so insane as to
impose this course on themselves.
Now, Germany, as the center of
the still-functioning economy of
Europe, represents the primary,
13
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This could turn into an endless dissertation and is actually important
enough to continue but the scribe is
weary and you are losing interest
as well. Suffice it to say that the
policy difference
between the
economies of the United States and
Germany
and Japan can be
summed up in one four-letter
word: debt. Usury has wrecked
the U.S. B the end of 1990, the
sum of cr J it market borrowmgs,
or the total indebtedness of the
U.S. econom , for all borrowers,
was estimat cry at $14 trillion. You
are a debt-ridden, bar$upt economy with a gutted productive work
force which no lon er produces the
infrastructure, foo cf and industrial
;;;t;nconsumed
by your own popSOMETHING

TO WATCH

Enough of that subject for I want
to remind you to stay tuned for
more cover-up in hearings set for
July 11, 1991. The House Subcommittee on Commerce,. Consumer, and Monetary Affairs will
be holding, hearings on Internal
Revenue Service corruption cases
(talk about foxes in the henhouse).
Although one case of corruption
puts the IRS in the middle of covering up George Bush’s Iran-conrra
Affair, the Congressional Committee seems committed to further ob#ll

scure these facts.
That case involved a complex effort to prevent an IRS money-launWilliam Duncan,
truthfully
during his investigation of a smuggling group operating from Arkansas Mena Intermountain Regional Airport and
connected to one Adler Berriman
Seal. What Duncan did not know
at the time of his probe was that
the Mena Intermountain Regional
Airport was bein used by the
Contra resu ply eB orts of the Reagan-Bush adPministration.
Prior to the 1988 presidential election, Duncan was asked to testify
before the House Committee on
Crime concerning allegat$ns 2:
government
sabotage
Arkansas investigation, including
an allegation that a $400,000 bribe
had been paid to Reagan’s Attorney General., Ed Meese. Attorneys
from the Drsclosure and Litigation
branch of the IRS, along with offrcials from the IRS Commissioner’s
office and the Criminal Investigation Division, not only tried to
limit Duncan s testimony but, .ultimately, Duncan was prohrbrted
from having access to his own investigative files.
Adler Berriman Seal, who was a
central figure in the transport of
drugs from Central America, was
killed on Feb. 19, 1986. (You will
recall we recently wrote of this
man.) He was murdered by authorit of the CIA; in any case,
had Ke lived, Seal would most
certain1 have a great deal to say
proabout ii ush’s guns-fordrugs
ject.
BUSH AND THE MEDELLIN
WHU WAS
BARRY’ SEAL’!
According to Congressional documents, Seal, who had been convicted of drug trafficking in Febru1984 contacted the “Vice
%sident’i Task Force” in March
1984, offering himself as a government operative. By March 28,
1984, Seal was authorized as a
confidential informant. One week
later, on behalf of the U.S. government, Seal “ferried a Titan 404
aircraft (N2685U) from Miami to
Medellin, Colombia and met with

Jorge Ochoa to map out drug
transport routes, including routes
through Nicaragua.”
During the month of April 1984,
Seal coordinated his smuggling
lans directly with drug cartel
Pords Jorge Ochoa and Pablo Escobar, as well as Carlos “Lito” Bustamante and Luis An el. During
the month of May 19! 4, Seal continued to deal with Jorge Ochoa,
Escobar, Bustamante, and Angel,
as well as Fabio Ochoa, Gonzalo
Rodriguez-Gacha,
Federico
Vaughn, and Carlos Lehder. On
May 28, 1984, Seal, accompanied
by co-pilot Emil Camp, flew from
Mena, Ark. to Colombra, where he
His
was met b Carlos Lehder.
plane was Yoaded with 1,500 kilos
of cocaine. Just a month earlier,
on A ril 30, 1984, the courageous
anti- Brug Columbran Minister of
Justice Rodrigo Lara-Bonilla had
Fy assassmated by the dope carAccordin to portions of a Congression 9 chronolo y, on June 25,
1984, Seal flew a E -123K aircraft,
recent1 transferred to him by
Harr f; oan and subsequently outfitt J with surveillance cameras by
the CIA, to the Los Brasiles Airport in Nicaragua. There he was
met by Pablo Escobar, Gonzalo
Federico
Rodriguez-Gacha,
Vaughan, and others. The plane
was refueled and loaded with approximately “666 kilo rams of coCaine”, according to & e Congressional document. On July 7, Seal
made a return flight to Los Brasiles
to deliver $1.5 million in cash and
“toys”.
Now, ou don’t believe me, you
don’t i!ielieve other revealers of
facts--are you going to now say
you don’t believe the Congressional documents, either?
OLLIE NORTH HAS
AN lDEA
In 1988 Congressional testimony
b Ron Cafferty, who was the
ci ief of the Drug Enforcement
Administration’s Cocaine Sector in
1984, Cafferty revealed that, when
he personally briefed National Security Council employee Lt. Col.
Oliver North and Dewey Claridge
of the CIA at the Executive Office
Building, sometime between June
14
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26, 1984 and Seal’s return trip of
Jul 7, North asked, “H pothetic aIly....Why couldn’t we rand the
plane
somewhere
outside
of
Nicaragua...and
ma be turn the
money over to the 2
Cafferty said that North already had
the photos taken from Seal’s C123K at Los Brasiles, and that
North proposed a leak to the press
to show involvement
by the
Nicaraguan Sandinistas in drug
trafficking.
the $1.5 million
Presumably,
money transfer to
did
not occur in that form; however,
the leak was begun the next day,
when Gen. Paul Gorman, commander of the U.S. Southern
Command, announced to a U.S.
Chamber of Commerce audience in
San Salvador that proof of Sandinista involvement in drug trafficking
would be forthcoming.
On July
17, 1984
national
began a coordinated
“expose”
of the
Sandinistas’
connections to the Medellin Cartel.
Six months later, Adler Berriman
Seal’s life was apparently no
longer protected by the U.S. government; previous plea bargain
agreements which Seal had made
with the government were suddenly
found to be full of loopholes; Seal
was stripped of his personal security and ordered to report daily to
the Salvation Army Halfway House
in Baton Rouge, La. It was at that
Halfway House, on Feb. 19, 1986,
that Seal was gunned down. This
is YOUR CIA and YCYUR GOVERNMENT, chelas--isn’t anyone
nervous yet?
,
One month after Seal’s murder,
Ronald Reagan appeared on national television with the CIA
photos taken from Seal’s C-123K.
Reagan said the photos showed
!Q;;;;gan.
government officials
traffrckmg .
m drug
Thereupon, the President urged
Congressional
funding
of . the
Nicaraguan Contras, i;,opportio5n
to the Sandinistas.
1986, American
pilot Eugene
Hasenfus was shot down while
flying arms to the Contras. Hasenfus was flying the same C-123K
carp plane previously used by
A source who gained information
#ll

from admitted Contra su lier
Richard Brenneke said that Pprenneke has identified Mena, Ark. as
a hub through which money,
drugs, arms, and Central American
troops were moved, and has said
that there was a massive government operation to smuggle drugs
into the Mena Airport and use the
money to finance covert operations . What the U.S. Congress
knows about these events, and
about the IRS attempt to suppress
information concerning the investigation of Seal’s operations, must
not be covered u during yet another presidenti ap election camaign. You have an o portunity
phere, chelas, if you wi R but grit
our teeth and gain a little backtlone--you have all you need to
beat this thing come upon you.
Yes, I hope you realize that this is
also ongoing confirmation followup of our stor on “Drug Runrung”. You x UST begin to fit
pieces and persons together. Time
1s fleetin and it leaves little allowance Bor action.
Thank you for a ver long day,
Dharma, but the in rormatron is
mc;;~ary
for . George to have
for his confrontations.
Bless you and good-night.

tory of the
Judeans and
the Jews and how the
have labeled themselves as Zionists
and Jews to deceive our nlanet and
to take total control ofl it in the
how knowing and exposing
these forces can preserve freedom
for all of mankind.

0
8
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

is offering
instructions
for reaching the “Lighted” path
back home to
ONENESS.
You will learn

He continues to give detailed history of the Khazars, where they
came from, how they got to the
osition of governing most of the
Pives on this planet and what type
of life they have lanned for us IF
WE DO NOT &ET OFF OUR
DUFFS AND STOP THEM. (IT
ISN’T PLEASANT.)
We are always given things that we can do
to sto the “New World Order” of
the E Pitists and..slaves. This Journal contains many solutions, it
clearly outlines the “counter attack” needed to overcome the
Khazar/Elite lead.

and why
through your gift of free-will
allowed the Anti-Christ within
You will
our tern le of God.
rearn
what
are
the
a1 out
(errors) committed by you and also about the nature of
consequences and
experiences within this manifested
physical “illusion”.

Hatonn to clear.
********

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatorm
In this book Hatonn brings us up
to the minute on world events, but
more importantly he gives us the
history of the diabolical
masterminds that have led the
world into all of its major problems and most of its minor problems, for their own selfish and
greedy aims.
We are also given the actions we
take if we are going to stop
these well-organized groups from
putting to#g;Lge
final pieces of
their

Hatonn especially stresses the his-

allows the seemingly unending
ruthless and merciless inhumanity
of man to continue; why HE allows suffering of children and wars
and disease and pestilence and corruption. Often ones simpl decide
there is no God, which ox keeps
ones ever “separate” from IL

More is given to us about the
making and workings of robotoids,
synthetic duplicates, humanoids,
etc., gun control, IRS shenanigans
and terror tactics, why the Cosmic
Hosts have come, democracy vs. a
republic, preparation of concentration camps in the U.S.A., daily updates on world events

For eons of time in your history,
mankind has experienced and existed in blindness about his
that

is,

Since the time of the “FALL” from
“GRACE” of God, man
ones
have continued to strugg Ye with
what is “their” purpose, and why is
it so difficult to find and know
Many ones, in
their i norance and confusion,
have as&ed themselves why GOD
15
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And in addition, God is
within these pages, bringin

forth
8

written in explicit detail
examples given for
careful consideration and
recognition of Truth. Why? To
let there be
of
and WHY you, of humanity have lost our inner as well
as planetary
ones have broken
Law set
forth herein and have, therefore,
suffered the consequences of your
errors against
and against
You each now have before
back home
to spiritual wisdom, knowledge
and Truth which is
WI11
see? Will
hear? Each
ONE of ou, being fragments of
an of
must and will make this choice:
To wisely learn your lessons in
Truth, abide by the Laws and thus
your
within God’s Kingdom
m continue in the darkness of deception, ignorance and spiritual
poverty which will keep ou bound
m the Anti-Christ’s “ilYusion” of
separation.
cycle is about to
with

#ll

GLORY and Celebration of cleansing within and
without of
%a
ANTI-LIFE.

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
TO ALL WHO WOULD HEAR
GOD’S WORD IN THIS TIME
OF TOTAL MASQUERADE. IT
IS TIME TO PULL OFF THE
MASK ALONG WITH Ey;
BLINDFOLDS
AND
THE TIME IS AT
PLUGS.
HAND TO GAIN TRUTH AND
INSIGHT AND TAKE ACTION
FOR YOUR WORLD IS IN
GRAVE DANGER.
That which is called the “AntiChrist” is at hand and has deceived
most of the world. You

Our intent in these Journals is to
give you proof of that which we
project--by documentation of history, origins and other boring inBut the information
formation.
will get far less boring as we move
along, dear ones--and so, let us
move along rapidly.
I repeat again and again--the
just as it requires only the
tiny s ark of light to cause a place
to no Ponger be in darkness.
Hatonn includes the PROTOCOLS
and also continues to keep us current on world affairs.

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
Hatonn gives us much more information on a large number of topics
in this JOURNAL and again he
keeps us updated with the
about the latest news.

He includes
many interesting
comments about spaceships including certain specific frequencies
pertaining to them and specific
manifestations at certain areas of
the earth grid system.
Descriptions of their exterior and interiors
are also given.
Some of the other topics he covers
are: The importance of the new
Challenger shuttle replacement Robotoids, Synthetics and Neutrals
- Little Gray Aliens - Continual
Update on the Middle-East Situation - Bush and the trip to Paris
which he denies - The purpose for
the reported alien visit with Bush
at Camp David - The history of
money and why and how it has to
be changed before economic and
social problems can be solved The plans for a new Central
American canal using atomic explosions--SOON--and
the
666
- An explanation of Creation, etc., etc.

For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information about our
government and the Constitution to
help in preservin
our freedoms.
The kit 1s availabKe to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per! kit, or for
$20 POST PAID wnh RAPE OF
THIH~CONSTITUTION book in-

George & Desire6 Green will
speak June 15, 1991, l-4 PM at
Midway Motor Inn, Dorsetf & I270, St. Louis? MO. Admrssron
$20.00 Call Mike Babcock (314)
343-1849
J
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